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ABSTRACT
Most of thermoplastic used nowadays are petroleum based polymer which is from a non-renewable and limited source. Previous
researchers has found a thermoplastic polymer polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) that exhibit biodegradable properties and
produced from renewable materials such as sugar and molasses. However, pure PHA are brittle materials. A modification on the
mechanical properties of PHA can be done by introducing plasticizer to the materials. In this study, epoxidized palm oil (EPO) is
used as plasticizer to PHA at different percentage loading. PHA with different percentage loading of (EPO) was blend using
internal mixer. The mechanical properties of each sample was determine by tensile test. Results shows that stiffness of PHA was
improved with 3wt% optimum plasticizer loading.
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Introduction
In the present study of backbone binder for metal injection molding (MIM) application small numbers of them are from the
renewable natural source. Most plasticizer used were petroleum based polymer such as PMMA (Chua et al. 2011) and
polyethylene (Li et al. 2003). Development of biopolymer for backbone binder application will help in reducing the number of
petroleum based polymer in large scale as MIM is a giant industry. The previous researcher has discovered a polymer known as
polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) that can be produced from renewable and biowaste resource by bacteria fermentation (Mekonnen
et al. 2013; Bugnicourt et al. 2014). PHA is a biopolymer that exhibits biodegradable properties at varies environment not only
in a composting plant. PHA can be processed into many forms for varies application such as packaging, molded good,films and
performance additives (Bugnicourt et al. 2014) . However, pure PHA is a brittle material due to re-crystallization with aging at
room temperature. Thus, the mechanical properties of PHA change with time. The mechanical properties of PHA can be
modified by adding a plasticizer. The addition of plasticizer enhance the molecular motion and reduce the glass transition
temperature of the materials (El-Hadi et al. 2002). Development of PHA blend with natural plasticizer like EPO is very
interesting as the blend will be completely biodegradable in the environment and the EPO available in this country can be fully
utilized. The objective of this study is to develop suitable plasticizer for improving the mechanical properties of PHA for MIM
backbone binder application.
Experimental Set Up
Materials
Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) used was in pellets form supplied by Shenzen bright China Industrial Co. Ltd., China with
density of 1.23g/ cm3. The pellets was dried for at least 2 hours at 70°C to remove the moisture before blending process. The
epoxidized palm oil (EPO) used supplied by Budi Oil Holding Sdn Bhd was in semi-solid state at room temperature.
Sample preparation
The PHA was blend using the internal mixer (Hakee Internal Mixer) with 50 cm3 cell volume at 175°C with rotor speed 50 rpm
for 15 minutes. The weight ratios of PHA/EPO were as follows: 100/0, 99/1, 98/2, 97/3, 96/4 and 95/5. The blends then hot
pressed into dumbbell shape specimen mold at 170°C- 180°C for 5 minutes.
Characterization techniques
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The mechanical properties of the blends were studied by a tensile test using Universal Testing Machine based on ASTM D638.
The tensile test was run at constant speed 5mm/min with similar storage time. The average of 5 samples for each composition
was calculated. The results obtained was compared to common backbone binder used for MIM.
Results And Discussion

Stiffness (kN/m)

Figure 1 Effect of EPO content on stiffness of PHA
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Figure 1 shows the stiffness trend of PHA as the EPO content increase. Neat PHA has the highest stiffness (302.4 kN/m)
followed by 3 wt% EPO (236.2), 5 wt% EPO (135.kN/m), 4wt% EPO (90.8kN/m), 2 wt% EPO(123.2 kN/m) and the lowest of 1
wt% EPO (114.8 kN/m). The present of EPO as the plasticizer in PHA blend reduce the stiffness of PHA. This results supported
by Mekonnen et al., (2013) that plasticizer reduce the stiffness of the materials. The decrease of stiffness occurs as plasticizer
molecules interfered between the polymer-polymer chain which reduce the contact between polymers, prevent rupture during
deformation and increase the flexibility.
Figure 2 Effect of EPO content on Young's modulus of PHA
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Figure 2 shows the improvement on PHAs Young’s modulus after induced with EPO at different loading.
Table 1 Young's modulus of PHA at different EPO loading
EPO content (wt%)
0
1
2
3
4
5

Young’s Modulus (MPa)
420
428
467
890
344
515

Table 1 shows the Young’s modulus of PHA blend with different EPO loading. Neat PHA shows a Young’s modulus of 420
MPa while the highest Young’s modulus at 3 wt% EPO (890 MPa) followed by 5 wt% EPO (515 MPa), 2 wt% EPO (467 MPa),
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1 wt% EPO (428MPa) and 4 wt% EPO (344 MPa). High Young’s modulus exhibit by rigid materials which more stress required
for deformation to occur. The increasing of EPO content up to 3 wt% in PHA improve the Young’s modulus compared to pure
PHA. However, as the EPO loading exceed 3 wt%, the Young’s modulus has dropped dramatically and exhibit the lowest value.
It shows the same trend between stiffness and Young’s modulus as the EPO loading increase except for pure PHA. Pure PHA
exhibit a high stiffness with low Young’s modulus value proved that pure PHA has brittle properties.
The morphology composition with 3wt% and 4wt% of EPO loading was analyze by FESEM. The present of 3 wt% EPO shows
in Figure 3, it shows good compatible morphologies and smooth fracture surface indicate that the miscible of EPO in the blend.
It is also show good adhesion between the matrix and plasticizer phase morphology (Silverajah, Ibrahim, Yunus, Hassan, &
Woei, 2012). The deformation of PHA phase creates not a brittle fracture and no defect cavities as observed in Figure 4.
Figure 3 FESEM image of 3wt% EPO

Figure 4 shows the morphology of fracture surface for 4 wt% EPO. The presence of voids can be observed clearly indicating
region of accumulate EPO in PHA matrix. The inhomogeneous dispersion between PHA and EPO contribute to low Young’s
modulus. Therefore better dispersion of EPO in PHA at lower EPO loading compare to high EPO loading where empty void
formed.
Figure 4 FESEM image of 4 wt% of EPO

As this study of PHAs mechanical properties improvement focuses on MIM backbone binder properties comparisons has been
made accordingly to the research done by Kong et al.(2012), Raza et al.(2013) Huang&Hsu.(2009), and Liu et al. (2001) on
various backbone binder. Researchers claimed that the range of successful backbone binder is in the range of 200 to 300 MPa of
Young’s modulus. As the value falls in the range of common binder used. It is positively shows that plasticized PHA is qualified
to be used as backbone binder for MIM.
Conclusion
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The PHA/EPO blends were prepared and the mechanical properties was analyzed by tensile test. The effect of EPO on
mechanical properties of PHA was studied in this paper. The optimum value of EPO loading in PHA blends that improved the
mechanical properties in terms of Young’s modulus of PHA is 3 wt%. At 3wt% EPO loading, the blend shows high value in both
Young’s modulus and stiffness. The efficiency of EPO loading as plasticizer was higher in order 3 wt% > 5 wt% > 2 wt% > 1 wt
% > 4 wt%. All of the plasticized PHA qualified to be used as backbone binder for MIM application as the Young’s modulus fall
in the Young’s modulus range of common binder used for the application.
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